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We hope everyone is having a productive and enjoyable summer!!

Next speaker's night will be the second Thursday in September.

As always, our meeting will be held at 8 pm at the London Museum of
Archaeology, 1600 Attawandaron Road, near the corner of Wonderland &
Fanshawe Park Road, in the northwest part of the city.
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We hope everyone is enjoying their summer and apologize for the lateness of the March (!) Kewa.
However, it is the same old story: unless people send us more lengthy research articles we can
obviously not persist. The editors have complained about this before: there is more archaeology
going on than ever before, largely under the CRM guise and yet, it is getting harder and harder to
get papers for publication. This is not just a problem with the Kewa but Ontario Archaeology and
just about every other regional journal could use more submissions. If people are not going to
publish their research why do the research at all? Maybe we should for a change just start bulldozing
under sites? Of course, we must thank those individuals (I might call them "old stalwarts" with the
emphasis on the "stalwarts" - not the "old") who have and continue to send us material (such as Bill
Fox in this issue and Jim Keron in January's issue) but for just once Chris Ellis would like to go
through a year without having to write something for the Kewa just to keep it going. We either need
to make getting articles easy for the editors or seriously think about ceasing to publish. So we beg
people to send in articles once again! ...so much for sermonizing!! The Occasional Publication series
could also use some manuscripts. We have the money to publish monograph length publications but
have only published one monograph in the past five years (time for an advertisement):
Excavations at the Caradoc Site (AfHj-104): A Late Paleoindian Ritual Artifact Deposit. (C. J. Ellis and D. B. Deller with a contribution by R. H. King). 6 Chapters: 187 pp, 62 Figures.
2002. $15.00 Canadian - add $7.00 for postage in Canada. U.S. dollar orders: $12.00 plus
$5.00 for postage (order through address on front page).
Despite the problems with getting the Kewa out on schedule, on other fronts the London Chapter
is doing quite well. We maintain a membership of over 100 subscribers/members, we have over
$8,000 in our bank accounts, we have good turnouts for our monthly meetings which feature good
and interesting speakers and we have a nice web page which Jim Keron and Chris Ellis keep in tip
top shape (a reminder that if the Kewa is late coming out that we always post the speakers and titles
as soon as we know them at www.ssc.uwo.ca/assoc/oas/misc/events.html on the web site - Ellis
asks: anyone want to be September's speaker?).
On the news front, one activity of note is that as in past years Chris Ellis and Jim Keron will be
attending the annual Longwoods Conservation area "Archaeology Day" on Sunday, July 20 from
1:00 to 4:00 PM where they will examine and identify artifacts brought in by the general public (sort
of our Chapter equivalents of Antiques Roadshow experts except we only talk about scholarly
value). To get to Longwoods: From Delaware follow County Road 2 (Longwoods Road) west.
Longwoods Road is located at 8348 Longwoods Road (County Rd. 2), approximately 32 km west
of London, 6.5 km west of Delaware and 10 km east of Melbourne.
Chris Ellis and Stan Wortner are also planning to spend several days in late July (tentatively July
21-25) test excavating at an undisturbed Late Archaic Broadpoint (ca. 1500 B.C.) site near
Thedford, Ontario called Green Hill. We can accept a couple of volunteers and if anyone is
interested in this possibility for a day or two or three, please contact Chris Ellis via the information
on the Kewa cover.

THE CALVERT VILLAGE UNDERWORLD
William A. Fox
On April 25th, 1981, as Ministry of Culture and Recreation staff and Ontario Archaeological
Society, London Chapter volunteers commenced a rescue excavation of the thirteenth century
Calvert site (Fox 1982), one of the first features exposed that day presented the writer with an
enigma - a "chess piece", or at least, a carefully worked antler item that for all the world looked like
one (Figure 1). This artifact, identified as an antler ornament in Peter Timmins' doctoral dissertation
(Timmins 1997: 147, Figure 7.21.b), has remained on my mind since that time. Its context - the
bottom of Feature 3, a 183 cm diameter, 93 cm deep storage pit situated between the two palisade
rows (Figure 2), was not particularly outstanding, nor were the other feature contents; contrasting
with the unusual assemblage of artifacts associated with the Carolina parakeet cranial elements
discovered in Feature 285 (Prevec 1984: Figure 3 and Timmins 1997:176, Figure 7.33). The latter
assemblage has been argued cogently to represent elements of a shamanic pipe, indicative of
religious activities on the site (von Gernet and Timmins 1987: 37 and Timmins 1997: 232-233).
The only analogous form to the Calvert artifact known to the author is a rattlesnake rattle, as
depicted on Mississippian shell engraved images a century or so later (Burnett 1945: Plate XXVIII,
Phillips and Brown 1978:131, Figure 186 and Plate 77, and Brown 1996:167). Indeed, a similarly
formed wooden pendant from the famous Spiro site in Oklahoma has been identified as "A pendant,
carved to represent a snake rattle and drilled for suspension. "(Burnett 1945: 43 and Plate
LXXXV)(Figure 3). There is little doubt that the Mississippian horned/antlered serpents were
rattlesnakes (Burnett 1945: Plate XXXII), an identification mirrored in later times by Seneca peoples
(Jesse Cornplanter's "The Horned Serpent" in Parker 1923:218). The importance of horned serpents
to the Glen Meyer and later Iroquoian peoples of Southwestern Ontario has been proposed by the
writer in connection with black shale pebble pendants (Fox 2003).
ONTARIO RATTLESNAKES
While some readers will be aware of the Eastern Massassauga rattlesnake (Sistrurus catenatus
catenatus) and its present distribution around Georgian Bay (Logier 1958: 58), fewer are aware of
the endangered Erie littoral populations in the Port Colborne and Windsor vicinities, and fewer yet
know that the Timber rattlesnake (Crotalus horridus horridus) was once an Ontario resident. The
first historical reference to the latter's existence documents a close encounter experienced by the
Cavelier de la Salle, as he ascended the Niagara Escarpment near Dundas in September of 1669
(Logier 1958: 61). De Brehant de Galinee reports that in mid-September, la Salle "having gone
hunting, brought back a high fever which pulled him down a great deal in a few days. Some say it
was the sight of three large rattlesnakes he found in his path whilst climbing a rock that the fever
seized him...There are a great many of them at this place, as thick as one's arm, six or seven feet
long, entirely black. The rattle that they carry at the end of the tail, and shake very rapidly, makes

a noise like that which a number of
melon or squash seeds would make,
if shut up in a box." (Coyne 1903:
41). Logier (1958:61) documents the
last sightings of Timber rattlesnakes
in the Niagara gorge, but notes an
1886 capture of one on Fitzwilliam
Island, providing "a hint of its former
range along the rocky ridge." The
rattlesnake encountered by Alexander
Henry on June 15,1764 at Grondine
Point was "between four and five
feet" in length and thus, may have
been a Timber rattlesnake (Bain
1901: 167). Indeed, Lenore Keeshig
(pers. comm. 2003) reports that the
Chippewas of Newash remember the
big rattlesnakes being in the Cape
Croker vicinity along the Niagara
escarpment on the Bruce Peninsula.

That rattlesnakes were not rare in
southern Ontario is evidenced further
in a variety of later historical
documents. On September 24, 1793,
Lady Simcoe reports that SurveyorGeneral William David Smith and a
crew of 100 Queen's Rangers had
been sent to open "Dundas Street"
from the head of the lake (Hamilton)
to the River La Tranche (Thames
River), and notes "I hear they kill
rattlesnakes every day, yet not a man
has been bitten, altho' they have been
among them for six weeks. Capt.
Smith sent two of the snakes in a
Figure 1: Calvert Antler Artifact.
barrel, that I might see them; they are
dark and ugly, and made a whizzing
sound in shaking their rattles when I touched them with a stick." (Robertson 1911:196). Later, she
spoke with the Deputy Surveyor, Augustus Jones, and records on December 18, 1795 that "Mr.
Jones, the surveyor, says that seven hundred rattlesnakes were killed near Burlington Bay this
summer. They live in caves, and in very dry weather go down to the lake to drink; they are sluggish,
and, as they move in numbers at a time, probably would be easier destroyed than many other
reptiles. The man is quite recovered who was bitten by one last August" (Robertson 1991: 298).
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Figure 2: Calvert Village Map Showing Feature Where Antler Artifact Recovered.
Which species is referenced is not made clear, although both Massassauga and Timber rattlers were
probably the victims of this slaughter.

Further west, rattlesnakes are recorded in Brant County during the nineteenth century (Waldie 1984:
111); particularly in Burford Township, where there is a reference to a specimen five feet in length.
Even acknowledging the probable exaggeration of the story teller, such a snake is unlikely to have
been a Massassauga which rarely exceeds 75 cm in length, but is well within the size range of
Timber rattlesnakes, which can reach lengths of over 180 cm. During the survey of Dunwich
Township in Elgin County, Surveyor B. Springer reports that on Sunday, September 16,1832, "an
axeman, one John Philpott, was bitten by a large rattlesnake and eventually succumbed to his
injury." (Finlay 1977: 2). Again, the reference to a "large rattlesnake" by one familiar with such
snakes, suggests that this may have been a Timber rattlesnake, as one was later reported "killed at
Point Pelee in 1918" (Logier 1958: 61).

THE RATTLESNAKE AS
SYMBOL

The spiritual significance of
the rattlesnake has been a
widespread phenomenon in
North and Mesoamerica for
at least a millennium (Squier
1851: 222-224 and Rubio
1998:172), including the use
of skins as Eighth Degree
medicine bags for the
Midewiwin
Society
(Blessing, Jr. 1977: 81, 111,
113), as practised by the
Ojibway of Minnesota, where
"small brass trade bells or
thimbles fastened to the tail
in imitation of rattlesnake
rattles completed the snake
skin."(Blessing, Jr. 1977:82).
The Eighth Degree was the
highest level of attainment
for a Mide priest and
Figure 3: Spiro Site Pendant.
Blessing notes that <Though
eighth degree snakeskins were obtained in old accumulations, no eighth degree members were
recorded. Aged informants knew the names of a very few persons holding this degree. They had
heard of them in their youth but none knew any personally." (Blessing, Jr. 1977: 110). Certainly,
the Chippewa who brought Alexander Henry to Fort Niagara in 1764 venerated rattlesnakes, as
documented in his famous account. When he attempted to kill the snake, he was prevented by the
group, who "surrounded it, all addressing it by turns, and all calling it their grandfather, ... they
filled their pipes; and now each blew the smoke toward the snake, who, it appeared to me, really
received it with pleasure." (Bain 1901: 166-167). It is clear that this rattlesnake personified the
"Horned Serpent" of lore, as the Chippewa were forced to sacrifice two dogs, some tobacco (and
almost Alexander Henry, himself) to "the god-rattlesnake" in the midst of a storm on Georgian Bay
the following day, which storm was precipitated by Henry's "insult" to the snake (Bain 1901:169).
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END OF THE TALE

The Calvert village antler ornament is most likely a rattlesnake rattle effigy. Exactly how it
functioned is another question. It may have been a symbolically power fetish, as among the Zuni
in the U.S. Southwest. Rubio (1998: 185-187) notes "The rattlesnake symbolizes a powerful
predatory annual. It is quiet, strong, and capable of killing anything. Its fetish provides the bearer
with stealth, speed, precision, and agility when hunting an extremely dangerous animal such as a
bear or mountain lion. The Zuni, as well as other Native Americans, depict the rattlesnake as being

closely related to lightning and sometimes interchangeable with it." Among Great Lakes groups, the
Horned Serpent was associated with lightning in the context of its eternal conflict with the
Thunderers (Fox 2003).
Another possibility is that the Calvert artifact once ornamented the tail of a snake skin, similar to
the aforementioned Midewiwin practice, and probably symbolizing the powerful and revered horned
chief of the lower or underworld. A sky being, upper world symbol appears to have graced a pipe
on the Calvert village, and the co-occurrence of the two symbolic artifacts on the same site further
reinforces the spirit world dichotomy characteristic of Great Lakes Native religious belief systems.
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